
Animals, including 

humans 
 

In this unit the children will be: 

 Noticing that animals, including humans have offspring which grow into 

adults. 

 Finding out about and describing the basic needs of animals, including 

humans for survival (eg water, food, shelter) 

 Describing the importance for humans of exercise, eating the right 

amounts of different types of food and hygiene. 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 1  

LI: To notice that animals including humans have offspring which grow into 

adults. 

 

Animals are everywhere! We are animals too! But have we always been the same?  

 

Animals have babies! Some animal babies look the same as the grown ups just a 

little smaller – others look completely different! Sometimes they even have 

different names! 



 

 

Your task is to match the babies to the adults.  



 

 

How are they different? How are they the same? 

Choose two animals and describe how they are different and similar. Think 

about what they look like, what they eat, the sounds they make, etc.  

 

For some real life animal babies check these out!  

https://www.zsl.org/zsl-london-zoo/virtual-london-zoo 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Yf35ZjnmUc 

At this time of year lots of animals in the UK are either having their young or 

getting themselves ready to have their young by doing things like building nests 

and finding extra food. On your walks have you spotted any? 

 

You can find some more activities on Purple Mash. If you have difficulty 

accessing the site, please let us know. 

 

 

https://www.zsl.org/zsl-london-zoo/virtual-london-zoo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Yf35ZjnmUc


Lesson 2 

LI: To understand that animals including humans grow and change. 

Some helpful clips to watch. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zt7w2hv 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z4tmhyc  

 

All animals start as babies but they will change. In this lesson, we would like you 

to explore the ways in which you have changed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look at these pictures. Are they in the correct order? How do you know? 

 

What changes in these people have taken place in each picture? 

 

    

 

 

Did the changes happen 

gradually or quickly? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zt7w2hv
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z4tmhyc


What about you? We would like you to create a time line for yourself (or 

somebody from your family starting from when you (or they) were a small baby 

to now. Please add a description saying what you could do at the time by 

yourself and what you needed help with 

 

 

For example – me aged 14 months. I 

can walk but I was still a bit wobbly. I 

can feed myself if someone else cooks 

the food as I am learning how to hold 

a spoon. I can talk a bit but I didn’t 

know many words. 

 
 

 What can you do now that you couldn’t do when you were much smaller? 

 

What can’t you do yet? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Lesson 3  

LI – To sequence and explain the life cycle of a creature. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgssgk7/articles/zwn6mnb 

As we know, all creatures have off spring (babies). These offspring will grow 

into adults. Once they are adults, the off spring can have babies of their own. 

This process is called a life cycle. 

 

Let’s look at another type of creature - the frog. The frog is an amphibian. It 

has a backbone and when it is an adult it can live in the water and on the land. 

They often lay eggs in the water and their young live in the water until they 

have developed and are ready to become adults. 

 

 

What about different animals? 

 

Can you sequence the life cycle of a butterfly? 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zxcmp39  

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=catepillar+egg+life+cycle&&view=detail&

mid=D5406BB0902CEE95CF6BD5406BB0902CEE95CF6B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru

=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcatepillar%2Begg%2Blife%2Bcycle%26FORM%

3DHDRSC3       (Adults – this is a song. It’s a little repetitive and difficult to 

get out of your head!)

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgssgk7/articles/zwn6mnb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zxcmp39
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=catepillar+egg+life+cycle&&view=detail&mid=D5406BB0902CEE95CF6BD5406BB0902CEE95CF6B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcatepillar%2Begg%2Blife%2Bcycle%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=catepillar+egg+life+cycle&&view=detail&mid=D5406BB0902CEE95CF6BD5406BB0902CEE95CF6B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcatepillar%2Begg%2Blife%2Bcycle%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=catepillar+egg+life+cycle&&view=detail&mid=D5406BB0902CEE95CF6BD5406BB0902CEE95CF6B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcatepillar%2Begg%2Blife%2Bcycle%26FORM%3DHDRSC3
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=catepillar+egg+life+cycle&&view=detail&mid=D5406BB0902CEE95CF6BD5406BB0902CEE95CF6B&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcatepillar%2Begg%2Blife%2Bcycle%26FORM%3DHDRSC3


 

 

 

 

Can you draw what happens at the different stages? 

 

What happens at each stage of the life cycle? Can you please label your 

drawings. 

 

Have a look around you when you go outside. Can you see any butterflies? What 

do they look like? What are they eating? 

 

For more activities check out purple mash. Again, if you are struggling to log on 

then please let us know. 


